Krakow

HISTORY
The first documented reference to Krakow can be found in records from
965 of the Cordova merchant Abraham ben Jacob. He mentions a rich burg
city situated at the crossing of trade routes and surrounded by woods. In
the 10th century Mieszko I incorporated Krakow into the Polish state.
During the times of Boleslaw the Brave, the bishopric of Krakow was
established (1000) and the construction of Wawel Cathedral began. In
1038, Casimir I the Restorer made Wawel Castle its seat, thus making
Krakow the capital of Poland. The high duke Boleslav V the Chaste
following the example of Wrocław, introduced city rights modelled on the
Magdeburg law allowing for tax benefits and new trade privileges for the
citizens in 1257. In the 15th century, Krakow became the center of lively
cultural, artistic, and scientific development.
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The 17th and 18th centuries were a period of a gradual decline of the
city's importance. Due to the first partition of Poland in 1772, the
southern part of Little Poland was seized by the Austrian army. On
March 24, 1794 Kościuszko's Insurrection began in Krakow.
Temporarily included into the Warsaw Duchy, it was given the status
of a "free city" after Napoleon's downfall. After the defeat of the
November Insurrection (1831), Krakow preserved its autonomy as the
only intact part of Poland. In 1846, it was absorbed into the Austrian
Monarchy again. After independence was regained in 1918, Krakow
became a significant administrative and cultural center. Industry
started to develop rapidly.

Photo: Krakow from the south, XIX century.
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The date of Jews settling in Krakow is not known exactly. It is assumed that
they lived here as early as in the first half of the 11th century. Based on
sources from the mid-13th century, we can find a record of the activity of
Rabbi Jakub Swara in Krakow, described as an excellent scholar. Most of the
Jews who first began to settle in Krakow came from German lands from
which they fled persecution. In 1334 King Casimir the Great granted a
privilege to Jews from Krakow and Malopolska, which guaranteed basic
rights, including trade and religious freedom. After the city fire in 1494, of
which the Jews were accused, most of them left Krakow, moving to nearby
Kazimierz. Since the times of Rabbi Jakub Polak, Kazimierz has become the
main center of Judaism in Poland. During the so-called "golden age", until
1648, the most eminent Jewish scholars were active in Kazimierz.

Photo: The yard of an old house in Kazimierz, 1905.
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After the first partition of Poland Kazimierz was occupied by Austrian
forces. In the years 1772-76 Kazimierz was occupied by Austrian forces.
The Austrians took over Krakow in 1776. In 1802 Krakow and Kazimierz
were merged into one urban organism. At the turn of the 19th and 20th
centuries, the number of Jews in Krakow increased to 25,000, which
constituted about 28% of the total population. During the interwar period,
the number of Jews increased from 45,000 in 1921 to 56,600 in 1931. The
majority of Jews still lived in Kazimierz, but a significant number also
moved to the city center. All the most important religious, social, and
political groups were active in Krakow in the interwar period. They created
a unique mix of Jewish culture in Yiddish, Hebrew, and Polish.

Photo: Old Synagogue in Kazimierz, 1925.
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When World War II broke out, Krakow came under German
occupation, which lasted until January 1945. On the basis of
Adolf Hitler's decree of 12 October 1939, with effect from 26
October, the General Government was established, with
Krakow as its capital. Its governor was Hans Frank, who
situated his headquarters in the Wawel Castle.

Photo: The taking over of the office of General Governor of the General Government by Hans Frank a ceremony in the Wawel Castle courtyard.
Source: NAC - Narodowe Archiwum Cyfrowe, [online] www.nac.gov.pl/

WORLD WAR II

1939
On September 6 - the entry of
German troops into Krakow
On October 26 - the General
Government was established

1940
On May 18 - mass deportation of
Jews. The trail of the deported
Jews led through the transit camp
in the fort on Mogilska Street to
Lublin District in the General
Government, including the Lubelski,
Białopodlaski and Radzyński
districts

1941
On March 3 - the establishment of
the Krakow Ghetto was ordered by
Otto Wächter, the Governor of the
district o Krakow

1942
1-8 June - first ghetto deportation to
the German Nazi death camp in
Bełżec; 5,000 to 7,000 Jews were
transported

On October 28 - the second eviction
action in the ghetto to the German
Nazi death camp in Bełżec; about
4,500 Jews were transported
October - the Germans established
a camp in Płaszów

1943
On March 13-14 - The Germans
carried out a bloody action of
liquidation of the Jewish residential
district (ghetto) in Krakow. Several
hundred people were shot in the
streets of the ghetto, the rest were
driven to the camp in Płaszów.

Testimony submitted to the Jewish Historical Institute in Krakow

Salomea Beer,
born in Krakow in 1918
"I had 15 siblings, 10 brothers and 5 sisters. Three of us were left
alive. When the war broke out, my father urged my brothers to
flee to Russia, but none of them wanted to leave the family, and
all except the oldest one died. As craftsmen, we all got
Kennkarts. When the Germans created a residential quarter, we
moved to the ghetto. There were 17 of us and we were located in 3
flats. After the June deportation action in the afternoon, I stood
by the window with my youngest brother, he was 13 years old and
we saw images that will remain in my memory forever. Filled
with corpses and dripping with blood, the trucks were passing
under our windows. On this sight, my weak brother had a heart
attack and died a few days before the October deportation.

Photo: Displacement from the ghetto, 1942, photo: Józef Grudziński
Source: Muzeum Historyczne Miasta Krakowa, [online] http://ct.mhk.pl/wps/portal/mhmk/

Extracts from a book written by

Zwi Helmuta Steinitza

„Als Junge durch die Hölle des Holocaust“
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"On June 1, 1942, my birthday, brought no celebration, no hope,
only tears and deep pain of inevitable parting. It was a sad sight
when mother and father almost apathetically put a few things
into two bags as if their fate was already known to them. They
were no longer people with whom I had lived 15 years of my life;
there were two broken people in front of me, for whom things
and life had become worthless. My brother Rudolf was a silent
participant in these events and had to be old enough to
understand the hopelessness of the situation. He stayed under
the care of our parents, but if that calmed him down, I don't
know. I did not want to and could not yet accept eternal
separation. (...) Their fatal decision to leave me in the ghetto
saved my life. (...) About 48 hours later my parents and Rudolf
were already dead..

There are no words to describe the pain and tragedy of that day.
My parents must have been convinced that their end was
coming, I realized that after saying goodbye before entering the
assembly point. (...) We set off with a heavy heart. Families with
children and the elderly were dragging around the streets with
their miserable luggage. They made an impression that they
were on their way to the funeral, they were deeply saddened and
desperate. The children cuddled up, crying to their helpless
parents. At the entrance to the assembly point and shortly after
our parting, father suddenly turned to the SS officers standing
nearby. I saw my father's angry face and heard his loud,
trembling voice. It was the voice of a seriously harmed,
disappointed man who had nothing more to lose. With disgust
and contempt, my father repeatedly said: "Murderers! Criminals!" All those present stood in horror. For a few seconds,
there was dead silence. My father was a man who intentionally
risked his life to reveal this terrible truth.

Photo: Hermann i Salomea Steinitzowie
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The SS officer were surprised by the outbreak of my father's rage
and in a few seconds, they were ready to shoot. Stunned and
scared to death, we stagnated. Desperate movement of my father
was a surprise, we feared the worst. My mother cried. The Jewish
policemen standing at the entrance to the assembly point
noticed the approaching danger and immediately pushed my
father through the gate, thus making the slaughter impossible.
My father disappeared from my life forever. My mother hugged
me briefly, took Rudolf by the hand, and followed her husband.
This was the last memory of my parents and my brother (…) For
some time I stopped in front of the entrance to the assembly
point and saw the next arrivals disappear behind the gate. The
sight of these poor people, crying women, and unhappy children,
who of course could not understand why they had to leave their
home with their parents, should shake every normal person, but
the SS men looked at the unhappy people with a completely
blunt look.".

Photo: Deportation of residents from the Krakow Ghetto, 1942
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